R you still using Excel? The advantages of modern software tools for health technology assessment
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What is relevant health technology assessment?

Economic models are used in health technology assessments (HTAs) to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of competing medical technologies and inform the efficient use of health care resources. Historically, these models have been developed with specialized commercial software (such as TreeAge) or more commonly with spreadsheet software (almost always Microsoft Excel). Although these tools may be sufficient for relatively simple analyses, methodological and computational advances now allow for models that are increasingly sophisticated and realistic but cannot be reasonably computed in Excel. Related fields such as statistics, economics, and machine learning utilize many of these advances and consequently make heavy use of modern programming languages such as R, Python, MATLAB, and Julia.\textsuperscript{1-4} Yet, in the context of HTA, there seems to be an ongoing preference among manufactures preparing submissions and reviewers for economic models in Excel.

The choice of software is not just an academic exercise, but puts unnecessary constraints on the analysis that may ultimately limit its credibility and relevance for HTAs. In this article, we consider four criteria that economic models should strive to meet and argue that many of these are unobtainable without the use of modern software:

1. **Clinical realism**: A model should reflect the state of evidence, the current understanding of the disease, and be accepted by clinical experts.

2. **Quantifying decision uncertainty**: A model should be capable of quantifying decision uncertainty and informing prioritization of future research.

3. **Transparency and reproducibility**: Resources should exist so that a model can be completely understood, reproduced, and pressure tested.

4. **Reusability and adaptability**: It should be possible to easily update a model to reflect new clinical evidence or adapt it for a new market, indication, or intervention.
Why Excel is insufficient and modern software can help

_Clinical realism_

The most important criteria for any economic model are arguably the extent to which they do justice to the available clinical evidence and reflect the clinical and biological understanding of the disease of interest. However, the limitations of Excel often produce artificial separation between parameter estimation based on the clinical evidence and model simulation. As a result, economic models often attempt to fit “square pegs into round holes” because the model structure used for the cost-effectiveness analysis is frequently not aligned with the statistical model used for parameter estimation. As shown in **Figure 1**, the statistical and economic models should be completely integrated.

Consider economic models for the evaluation of oncology drugs, which cover over 40% of submissions to the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) in the UK. A standard model structure is based on 3 health states (pre-progression, progression, and death) with time in each health state typically simulated using a state transition model (STM) such as a Markov model or a partitioned survival model (PSM). Once the structure of the economic model is determined, the first step in a cost-effectiveness analysis is to estimate the parameters of the chosen model. As outlined by the NICE decision support unit (DSU), the health state probabilities in the STM should ideally be estimated using a multi-state model, and the health state probabilities in a PSM require estimation of the progression free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS) curves using flexible survival models (e.g., parametric models, splines, fractional polynomials) to fit the data. STMs may be more appropriate than PSMs if it is necessary to extrapolate outcomes beyond available follow-up time. In some cases, the relevant clinical evidence base is not limited to a single trial, but consists of many studies and a formal evidence synthesis, such as a network-meta analysis (NMA), needs to be performed. Using a STM or PSM framework in the context of an evidence synthesis based on published summary data is arguably less straightforward; nonetheless, the evidence synthesis model should follow the structure of the economic model as closely as possible.

The second step in a cost-effectiveness analysis is to use the parameter estimates from step one to simulate disease progression and compute relevant outcomes such as costs and quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs) given the model structure of choice. Although spreadsheet software
can be used to simulate outcomes with PSMs and STMs in simple cases, it quickly becomes cumbersome and oftentimes infeasible if there is a need to simulate outcomes capturing patient heterogeneity, to model multi-line sequential treatment strategies, to quantify decision uncertainty (see next section), and/or to simulate disease progression from a fitted multi-state statistical model. For instance, in the multi-state case, if transition probabilities depend on time since treatment initiation, then outcomes are simulated based on a *time-inhomogeneous Markov model* structure using a complex estimator known as the Aalen-Johansen estimator. On the other hand, if (more plausibly) transition probabilities depend on time since entering an intermediate state (e.g., the progressed state), then it would be necessary to simulate outcomes based on a *semi-Markov model* structure using an individual-level simulation.

R and its extensive collection of packages allows users to perform both parameter estimation (including evidence synthesis) and the subsequent simulation of disease progression and outcomes in one software environment, so that the economic model does not need to be unnecessarily simplified due to the constraints of Excel. For instance, the *flexsurv* package can fit parametric models and splines; *survHE* can fit both Bayesian and maximum likelihood survival models; *mstate, flexsurv, and msm* packages can estimate multi-state models; and *metafor, netmeta* and *mada* can be used for meta-analysis. Furthermore, R packages such as *R2OpenBUGS, rjags, and rstan* allow Bayesian evidence synthesis to estimate model parameters based on multiple source of evidence. Once parameters have been estimated, the analyst could use R packages built to simulate specific economic models, such as the R package *hesim*, that simulates PSMs and STMs from fitted statistical models and computes costs and QALYs for cost-effectiveness analysis.

Using the same software for evidence synthesis and simulation modeling is especially beneficial in a Bayesian framework. Posterior simulation techniques such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) ensure that parameter uncertainties and correlations are fully reflected in the simulation of model outcomes without the need for additional parametric assumptions to represent parameter uncertainty in the economic model. In oncology, when the standard three state model structure is used, the simulated posterior distribution of the fitted statistical model can be used to directly simulate disease progression. A close relationship between the statistical model for
parameter estimation and the economic model structure has been demonstrated in several disease areas outside oncology as well.\textsuperscript{19-21}

In complex economic models, a subset of parameters often cannot be estimated using standard statistical techniques. The unknown parameters can, however, be estimated using model calibration, a technique that identifies parameter values that maximize the fit between model output and observed data. R’s package system is again advantageous as it contains a large suite of packages that allow for efficient model calibration. Numerical optimization can be implemented using a number of general-purpose functions in the \textit{stats} (i.e., \textit{optim}) and \textit{optimx} packages, with genetic algorithms using \textit{genalg}, or with differential evolution using \textit{DEoptim}. The \textit{lhs} R package provides methods for Latin hypercube sampling (LHS), which is used for model calibration by randomly sampling sets of parameters from a multidimensional distribution and identifying the best fitting parameter set. It is also possible to estimate the full distribution of the parameters using Bayesian calibration with the large number of R packages for Bayesian inference (\url{http://cran.r-project.org/web/views/Bayesian.html}).\textsuperscript{13} A fully calibrated economic model can be readily used to compute model outcomes as the statistical analysis and model structure are perfectly integrated. This is especially common in infectious disease modeling where compartmental models are used to model the spread of disease.\textsuperscript{14-16}

\textit{Quantifying decision uncertainty}

Simulating an economic model becomes even more complex if the model inputs are treated as uncertain, as has been requested by HTA bodies such as NICE.\textsuperscript{22} Probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA) is typically used to quantify decision uncertainty, which requires randomly sampling the model parameters from their joint probability distribution, and simulating the model for each random sample. Although a PSA can be performed in Excel using Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), other programming languages offer some advantages. For example, R has validated functions for sampling from univariate (e.g., uniform, beta, normal, lognormal, gamma) and multivariate (e.g., multivariate normal, Dirichlet) distributions commonly used for PSA.\textsuperscript{23} Moreover, R packages such as \textit{BCEA} and \textit{hesim} have functions to produce a number of standard representations of decision uncertainty such as cost-effectiveness planes, cost-effectiveness acceptability curves (CEACs), and the cost-effectiveness acceptability frontier (CEAF).\textsuperscript{24-26}
PSA and uncertainty quantification can aid research prioritization through value of information analysis. The value of removing all uncertainty around all parameters is the expected value of information (EVPI), the value for a subset of parameters is the expected value of perfect partial information (EVPPI), and the expected value of sample information (EVSI) is the value of reducing only some uncertainty in the parameters through a specific research design. However, EVPPI and EVSI require nested Monte Carlo simulation for accurate and precise estimation but this is infeasible in Excel for any but the simplest of models. Conversely, there are efficient regression and approximation methods implemented in the R packages BCEA and EVSI and the R Shiny web applications SAVI (http://savi.shef.ac.uk/SAVI/) and BCEAweb (https://egon.stats.ucl.ac.uk/projects/BCEAweb/). Although PSA results can be generated from a model using any programming language including VBA, R is advantageous because it facilitates an integrated approach where both the model and EVPPI estimation are implemented together.

Implementation and analyses of PSAs in languages such as R can be made more efficient by using efficient programming techniques such as vectorization, linking to compiled languages (e.g., Fortran, C/C++), or through parallel computing. For example, Krijkamp et al. show that a vectorized microsimulation model in R reduced run time by 97%. In cases where vectorization is not feasible, the R package Rcpp can be used to link C++ code to R as is done in both the IVI-RA individual patient simulation and the hesim package. The performance implications are significant with McEwan et al. reporting that a PSA in C++ completed in 3.8 hours while the same analysis in Excel’s VBA took 14.5 days, a 246-fold improvement. Significant speed improvements can also be achieved through the R package parallel, where multiple tasks are carried out simultaneously, as they are for PSA. Parallel computation is essential for the nested Monte Carlo estimation of EVPPI and EVSI for complex models where regression or approximation techniques are infeasible.

Transparency and reproducibility

An important advantage of script based programming languages is that analyses can be performed using reproducible scripts. While some may view this as an added complexity, we believe that it improves transparency considerably by making the entire analysis completely reproducible including:
1. The statistical models used to estimate model parameters.

2. The simulation of model outcomes using the economic model.

3. Analysis of model output including computation of quantities of interest such as incremental cost-effectiveness ratios and summaries of the PSA.

To further increase transparency, such analyses can be embedded within reproducible documents. For instance, the R packages \textit{knitr} and \textit{Sweave} can be used to create PDF, html or docx documents in which each figure, table, and number cited in the text is based on code run in a script. A useful application is the creation of dynamic reports such as the documentation for the IVI-RA model (https://innovationvalueinitiative.github.io/IVI-RA/model-description/model-description.pdf) and the SAVI and BCEAweb web-applications. Reproducible notebooks (e.g., R notebooks, Jupyter notebooks) with code embedded within text are a second use case. We have provided a complete example of a notebook that encompasses steps 1-3 above at https://innovationvalueinitiative.github.io/modern-software-HTA/ in which a semi-Markov model is used to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of a health technology intervention.

While these replicable scripts can help, we believe that the future of cost-effectiveness modeling lies in web apps, in which graphical interfaces are used to run script-based models. An advantage is that decision makers can tailor analyses to their local population by modifying the characteristics of the target population or using parameters based on data relevant to the local setting. Users can also easily pressure test the sensitivity of results to baseline assumptions quickly through the point and click interface. These web apps are becoming more common and examples include complex analyses of PSAs such as SAVI and BCEAweb to interfaces for bespoke models (https://innovationandvalueinitiative.shinyapps.io/ivi-ra-expert/).

\textit{Reusability and adaptability}

Reproducible scripts typically involve running a series of operations, most of which are based on functions written in specialist libraries such as R’s large collection of open-source statistical packages. The open-source nature improves collaboration as model developers can make improvements to existing code or add new modules. In addition, the package system enhances reusability, which ultimately improves consistency of decision-making and reduces effort---giving more time for careful analysis---for model adaptations to other countries, indications, or
interventions. For example, EVPPI can be estimated for any economic model using the BCEA R package so that model developers do not need to write their own function.

One potential drawback is that a programming error (i.e., a bug) in a package’s function could be propagated to every analysis conducted using that function. Although a concern, this can also happen with Excel if the same spreadsheet template is used for multiple models such as an adaption to a new country or indication. In addition, we believe that packages actually reduce bugs. Packages are carefully developed with authors typically spending far more time testing than a developer of a single model would and the open-source nature of packages allowing users to inspect and correct errors in the code. Software best practices like unit tests 33,34 (where each individual function is tested to ensure it obtains the correct result) and continuous integration 35,36 (where the packages is installed on an external server and all tests are re-run) enhance quality as well. These formal testing processes also enhance code adaptability as developers can make modifications or add new features without worrying that they have created unintended errors in existing code.

A path forward for health technology assessment

Programming languages like R, Python, Matlab, and Julia have active user and developer communities and are becoming increasingly well suited for the development of economic models for HTA. Nonetheless, there is a general lack of experience in the HTA community with this software. It is perhaps partly for this reason that HTA bodies have tended to favor economic models developed using Excel. For instance, while the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) accepts models written in R, permission must be granted to submit models using other software. 37 Likewise, use of specialized software including R may be accepted by other HTA bodies, but typically requires pre-approval.38-40 To our knowledge, no HTA bodies explicitly state that they will accept models developed in Python, Matlab, or Julia. So while R seems to be an acceptable option among many HTA bodies, ambiguity over the acceptance of programming languages by HTA bodies is still likely a significant barrier to adoption.

One reason for this lack of experience is that there is currently insufficient training and guidance on how to efficiently implement some of the more common types of economic models. It is therefore critical to train the next generation of decision scientists and health economists in state-
of-the methods and the software required to implement those methods. The HTA community can make steps toward these ends by:

- Developing university courses, workshops such as those by the Decision Analysis in R for Health Technologies in Health (DARTH) team (http://darthworkgroup.com/), and public webinars such as those provided by the ISPOR Student Network.

- Writing tutorial papers such as those by Williams et al. 41 in multi-state modeling and Krijkamp et al. 30 for developing microsimulation models.

- Making code freely available on repositories like those created on GitHub by DARTH and the Innovation and Value Initiative and thoroughly documenting that code.

- Encouraging pharmaceutical companies and decision-makers such as NICE to favor script-based programming languages when developing economic models.

Communication between decision-makers and modelers must of course be a two-way street. Modelers need to make the benefits of programming languages and web apps and the adverse consequences of not using them clear. On the other hand, decision-makers need to clarify their needs, which can, in turn, help modelers build appropriate software tools. Ultimately, both decision-makers and modelers should strive to develop models that are sufficiently accurate for decision-making in an HTA context. While Excel may be adequate in some circumstances, others may require software that facilitates methodologies beyond the capabilities of Excel. However, even if Excel-based models can produce results that are accurate enough, they still limit transparency, reproducibility, modifiability, computational efficiency, and use of modern software testing techniques.

We have focused on the advantages of R because it has the most existing code applicable to health economic modeling. But no single software tool is a panacea, and in our view, guidelines should therefore not dictate the use of certain software over other, equally valid, alternatives. Instead, model developers should be encouraged to improve upon existing tools and to adopt new tools when deemed beneficial, which can help foster an environment that encourages innovation. Such an environment will help ensure that coverage and pricing decisions confer greatest possible benefit and capture all scientific uncertainty, thus enabling correct prioritization of future research.
Figure 1. Integration of statistical and economic models for cost-effectiveness analysis
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